
CV5 Capital partner with
Fundsure

CV5 Capital, a leading provider of a turnkey regulated fund
platform in the Cayman Islands, has partnered with Fundsure
in the UK

CV5 Capital and Fundsure have entered into a ground-
breaking joint venture.

CV5 Capital, a leading provider of a turnkey regulated fund
platform in the Cayman Islands, has partnered with Fundsure
in the UK to provide global support for prospective fund
managers. Fundsure will be CV5’s representative across EMEA.

CV5 Capital offers hedge fund platform and fund solutions to
managers throughout the fund life-cycle. They are at the
forefront of developments in the asset management industry,
working with fund managers to structure, launch and operate
funds, focusing on providing ready-made solutions to
seamlessly launch hedge and crypto funds in record time with
all service providers set-up and ready. Offering a seamless,
surprisingly cost-effective and regulated structure in as little
as four weeks, the offer is compelling for emerging managers
or existing funds that would like to supplement their offer with
a feeder fund.

David Lloyd, CEO of CV5 Capital, said “We have worked with
Fundsure since their launch in August 2020 and have found
them to be super-responsive to client demands and very
knowledgeable about the market. A joint-venture with them
comes at an exciting time for CV5 Capital and I’m very
pleased to have them on board as we push into the next stage
of our growth”.

Steve Middleton, CEO of Fundsure, commented “Our focus on
governance and compliance whilst specialising in structuring
AIFs, has lent itself to us being a natural partner to CV5
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Capital. The offer is so compelling compared to the traditional
solution, I’m delighted to be able to offer it as an alternative”.

Press release distributed by Media Pigeon on behalf of Pressat,
on Sep 8, 2021. For more information subscribe and   follow
us.
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